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NARCAN
Did you know that Sierra Community Medical
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Foundation is a distributor of naloxone/NARCAN,
the life-saving opioid overdose reversal drug?
And, we are not the only ones in our community-several community organizations and healthcare
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providers in our community can give free
NARCAN to Placer-Nevada residents.
NARCAN is easy to use, has a long shelf life, and
can save lives when administered. All types of
people can benefit from having NARCAN. We hope
you never have to use it, but it can save a life if
you do.
Unsure if you're in need of NARCAN? Reach out to
the coalition to get more information, learn where
to obtain NARCAN, and when you are ready, order
your own supply today.
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Stay in the loop by checking out the
following public health and safety
resources for our community:
Is your organization's 211 information
updated? Take a look at your listing
on 211 Connecting Point. Check out
this article for information on how to
make the necessary updates so that
all your services are easily accessible
for our community!
Placer Food Bank food distribution
schedule for 2022 is available in a
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calendar (attached to this email).
Share with your community!
We have two prescription drug
disposal bins that can be placed at

Every household in the United States is

host sites that are interested in

now eligible to obtain four at-home

helping with safe med disposal.

testing kits for COVID-19. Kits can be
shipped directly to your door and the
whole process is entirely free.
COVID-19 testing is one way we can
protect ourselves and our community
from the ongoing pandemic.
Additionally, vaccination and masking
are key players to keeping our
community safe.
Ready to order your tests today? Click
here to learn more about the program
and order free tests now!

Contact us if interested!
Be sure to keep an eye out for our future
newsletters and to follow us on social
media for more information. Reach out
to rxdrugsafety@gmail.com with
questions, concerns, or more
information on getting involved!

